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Abstract 

It has long been recognised that poor quality, delays and cost overruns are common in the 
construction industry due to reasons that have often been linked to the unpredictable nature 
of the industry. However, even though many factors can contribute to project failure one of 
the most influential factors affecting a projects' outcome is the selection of a contractor in 
the pre-construction phase.  
 
The combination of frequent cost overruns in Icelandic public projects, recent news about 
tax evasion, human trafficking and shortcomings regarding safety in the Icelandic 
construction industry have led to the impression that the methods used by Icelandic 
organizations impose too much risk and need to be reviewed. The overall aim of this study 
was to understand the contractor selection methods applied by Icelandic organisations, 
compare them to those recommended by experts, and conclude if the methods used impose 
too much risk for organisations.  
 
In an attempt to explore the topic an extensive literature review was conducted, semi-
structured interviews were held with a small sample of construction industry professionals, 
and an e-mail questionnaire survey of 1378 Icelandic organizations was sent out. 
 
The results indicate that Icelandic organisations use multiple criteria selection to some 
extent but price is the most important criteria. The criteria most frequently used are 
professional knowledge, experience of a similar project, and whether the contractor has 
worked for the organisation before. Other criteria, such as financial stability of contractors, 
their health & safety policy, and whether they work in accordance with a certified quality 
management system - have a much lower weigh in the selection process. These results 
indicate that the methods used are somewhat lacking and that there is ample room for 
improvement in order to minimize risk. 

 
 



 



Aðferðir við val á verktökum – er hætta á ferðum? 

Björg Brynjarsdóttir 

Desember 2016 

 

Útdráttur 

Gæðavandamál, tafir og hár kostnaður eru þekkt í byggingariðnaðinum og hefur skuldinni oft verið 
skellt á óútreiknanlegt eðli iðnaðarins. Víst er að margt getur haft áhrif á verkefni í 
byggingariðnaði, en einn af mikilvægustu þáttum árangurs er hvernig staðið er að vali á verktaka. 
 
Sú staðreynd að meirihluti opinberra framkvæmda á Íslandi fer fram úr kostnaðaráætlun - ásamt 
fréttum af skattsvikum, mansali og slysum - vekur upp þá spurningu hvernig íslensk fyrirtæki 
standa að vali á verktökum. Markmið þessarar rannsóknar var að kanna hvaða aðferðir eru notaðar 
við val á verktökum á Íslandi, bera þær saman við þær aðferðir sem mælt er með í rituðum 
erlendum heimildum, ásamt því að meta hvort þær feli í sér of mikla áhættu fyrir íslensk fyrirtæki. Í 
rannsókninni voru viðtöl tekin við íslenska verktaka og verkkaupa og viðamikil spurningakönnun 
var lögð fyrir um 1400 stjórnendur íslenskra fyrirtækja. 
 
Niðurstöður sýna að íslensk fyrirtæki taka fleiri þætti en verð inn í myndina við kaup á þjónustu 
verktakafyrirtækja, en verð er þó sá þáttur sem hefur langmest vægi. Aðrir þættir sem lagðir eru til 
grundvallar eru fagleg þekking starfsmanna, reynsla fyrirtækis í sambærilegu verkefni og það hvort 
verktakinn hafi unnið fyrir fyrirtækið áður. Aðrir þættir hafa mun minna vægi við val á verktaka, 
svo sem fjárhagslegur stöðugleiki verktakans, hvort hann starfræki vottað gæðakerfi eða vinni eftir 
öryggis- og heilbrigðisáætlun. Þessar niðurstöður benda til þess að þær aðferðir sem fyrirtæki nota 
við val verktaka feli í sér of mikla áhættu og að hér sé töluvert svigrúm til umbóta. 
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“It's unwise to pay too much, but it's worse to pay too little. When you pay too much, you 
lose a little money - that's all. When you pay too little, you sometimes lose everything, 

because the thing you bought was incapable of doing the thing it was bought to do. The 

common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting a lot - it can't be 

done. If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you run, 

and if you do that you will have enough to pay for something better.” - John Ruskin 1819 - 

1900 

. 
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1 Introduction 

A traditional perspective in project management is that to consider a project successful, three 
project objectives need to be met, often named the iron triangle. These objectives are quality, 
time and cost (Martin, n.d.). Not all projects meet these requirements, in fact, most projects 
fail to meet at least one of these objectives (Evans, 2005) and construction projects are no 
exception from this. It has long been recognised that poor quality, delays and cost overruns 
are common in the construction industry (Kanji & Wong, 1998), which has been linked to 
the unpredictable nature of the industry (Akintoye & MacLeod, 1997). The industry is a 
significant contributor to the economy; it accounts for 6.4% of total employment and 8.5% 
of GDP in the EU ("Key figures - activity 2015," 2016), thus whether construction projects 
succeed or fail matters for the economy. And even though many factors can contribute to 
project failure, such as natural disasters and material and equipment delivery delays (Arditi, 
Koksal, & Kale, 2000), one of the most influential factors affecting a projects' outcome is 
the selection of a contractor in the pre-construction phase (Holt, 1998; Arditi et al., 2000; 
Palaneeswaran and Kumaraswamy, 2001; Banaitiené & Banaitis, 2006; Singh & Tiong, 
2006; Ng & Tang, 2009). Selecting an unsuitable contractor increases the risk of problems 
such as cost overruns, schedule delays, lack of quality and accidents that can significantly 
affect the project outcome, and are likely to have an adverse impact on the client. Therefore, 
organisations should choose their contractors carefully (Ulubeyli, Manisali, & Kazaz, 2010).   

The combination of frequent cost overruns in Icelandic public projects (Friðgeirsson, 2015), 
recent news about tax evasion, human trafficking and shortcomings regarding safety in the 
Icelandic construction industry as well as contracts being awarded to contractors submitting 
unrealistically low bids raises the question of how Icelandic organisations select contractors 
for their projects. Does the selection process focus on attaining the lowest contract price or 
does it aim towards long-term value in a broader context? Moreover, since society is 
increasingly placing emphasis on corporate social responsibility (Ólafsson, Davíðsdóttir, & 
Jóhannsdóttir, 2016), do attributes such as fulfilment of legal obligations and health and 
safety of workers, hired by their (sub)contractors, matter to Icelandic organisations?  

Contractor selection in Iceland has gained little to no attention of researchers despite the 
topic being widely studied all over the world. The topic has mainly been researched from a 
legal perspective in Iceland, and while the importance of selecting an appropriate contractor 
in construction projects has been mentioned in few Icelandic studies, the topic has yet to be 
the sole focus of an Icelandic study. This study is meant to address the lack of research in 
this field. 
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This study explores what methods and criteria Icelandic companies use when selecting 
contractors and to see if they differ from those used elsewhere. More specifically, the 
research questions put forward are:  

1. What methods are used for contractor selection in Iceland and how do they compare 
to those recommended by field experts and used abroad? 

2. Which criteria are most frequently used for contractor selection in Iceland and how 
do they compare to those recommended by field experts and used abroad?  

3. Are the contractor selection methods used in Iceland likely to mitigate the risk 
organisations face? 

To answer these questions, a comprehensive literature review was conducted in order to 
examine the methods and criteria used in other countries as well as those recommended by 
field experts. To find out what methods and criteria are used in Iceland, interviews were 
taken with Icelandic contractors and clients and an e-mail survey questionnaire was 
submitted to 1378 managers of Icelandic organisations. To answer the final question, the 
risk associated with the methods applied by Icelandic organisations was examined with 
respect to the results attained from interviews, survey and literature review.  

The author hopes that the findings from this research will provide insight into the contractor 
selection process adopted by Icelandic organisations and to contribute to better knowledge 
on the topic. With a better understanding of the status, it can be decided if the topic needs 
further research and if methods currently applied can be refined for better project outcomes. 
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2 Literature review 

The aim of this literature review is to establish grounds for comparison of contractor 
selection methods and criteria most frequently recommended by experts and used abroad 
against methods applied by Icelandic organisations.  

2.1 Contractor selection  

According to Holt (1998) contractor selection is “...the process of aggregating the results of 
[contractor] evaluation to identify optimum choice” (p. 153), where the optimum choice 
represents the contractor best suited for a specific project. How the optimum choice is 
identified has gained significant attention of researchers. Formerly, contractors were, in most 
cases, selected based on price alone, but in the 1980’s the idea of selecting contractors based 
on value, not price, emerged, which led to contractors being selected based on non-price 
criteria in addition to the evaluation of price (Ashley, Lurie, & Jaselskis, 1987; Birrell, 1988; 
Russell et al. 1990). Since then, multiple researchers have pondered the question of which 
method used for contractor selection results in the most successful project outcome. Is it the 
well-established lowest-bid wins method or the method preferred by experts, which involves 
the usage of multiple criteria along with the evaluation of price (Hatush, 1996).  

The lowest bid method was established in the U.K. public sector in the 19th century in order 
to provide the lowest price to the public while ensuring fair competition between contractors. 
Since then, the method has become well established for selection of contractors and is widely 
used. However, the method has received a lot of criticism for increasing the likelihood of 
hiring an incompetent contractor, which can lead to higher overall costs. Researchers have 
pointed out that choosing a contractor based on value, not price will result in better project 
outcome, and therefore contractors should be selected based on other criteria than price 
(Hatush, 1996). Nevertheless, the lowest-bid method remains in use, more so though in the 
public sector. According to Plebankiewicz (2010) over 90% of public clients in Poland use 
price as a decisive criterion and Wong et al. (2000) revealed that public clients in the U.K. 
place more weight on price than private sector clients. Other studies have verified the 
frequent use of price as a decisive criterion in the public sector (Russell et al., 1992; 
Banaitienė & Banaitis, 2006). The legal environment that public clients often operate in 
could be the cause of this since transparency is important and subjectivity in the selection 
process can lead to litigation, which limits the criteria that public clients can apply. 
Nevertheless, recent studies have shown that the public sector, in some countries, is moving 
towards the multiple criteria selection method, though at a slower pace than the private 
sector, and several governments have even encouraged the use of value based tendering 
(Wong et al., 2000; Waara & Bröchner, 2006).  
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Multiple criteria selection (MCS) has been extensively studied all over the world and 
research has focused on different aspects of the method. Examples of research topics in the 
field include, what weight clients use for non-price criteria against price, how frequently the 
method is used compared to the lowest-bid wins approach, what criteria are the most 
frequently used, how these criteria affect project outcome and what method should be 
applied for evaluating the criteria when a contractor is selected. In recent years, the research 
focus has slightly shifted towards developing better techniques to assess the criteria for 
contractor selection due to recent technical developments, and techniques such as neural 
networks, fuzzy decision-making, and web-based technologies have gained grounds in the 
field of contractor selection research (Holt, 2010). 

A clear preference for MCS over the lowest-bid wins method can be marked when reviewing 
the literature (Banaitienė & Banaitis, 2006; Doloi, 2009; Hasnain & Thaheem, 2016; Holt et 
al., 1995; Russell & Jaselskis, 1992; Waara & Bröchner, 2006; Wong, 2004; Zavadskas, 
Turskis, & Tamošaitiene, 2008) as well as criticism of the lowest-bid wins method for 
exposing organisations to excessive (Zavadskas et al., 2008). However, the importance of 
using an appropriate method for contractor selection is still often underestimated by 
organisations (Ng & Wan, 2005). 

The construction industry is inherently uncertain and geotechnical conditions, weather, 
conflicts, and design errors are just a fraction of things that can affect the project outcome. 
On top of this, the selection of an unfit contractor can increase the likelihood of, among other 
things, low quality and time overruns, which will eventually affect the bottom line of the 
organization. The fact that price and cost do not always go hand in hand has to be kept in 
mind when selecting a contractor, since low initial cost can result in high cost in the long run 
due to unforeseen affects (Lingard, Hughes, & Chinyio, 1998). The benefit of multiple 
criteria selection was established when Russell and Jaselskis (1992) concluded that a 
correlation exists between project success and the extent of contractor evaluation carried out 
by clients. That is, contractor failure becomes less likely when more effort is put into 
evaluation of contractors prior to bid acceptance and similarly Topcu (2004) claimed that 
pre-qualification should be applied in order to minimise risk associated with construction. 

Alongside the numerous recommendations of using the MCS method, few researchers have 
raised the question of the financial feasibility of the method. Even though it is technically 
possible to gather enough information on all contractors bidding for a contract, so that the 
best contractor is always selected, it is likely to be financially infeasible. Lingard et al. (1998) 
discussed the impact of contractor selection methods on transaction costs, which they 
categorized as ex-ante and ex-post costs. Ex-ante costs include costs incurred before 
awarding a contract, for example, costs of tendering, while ex-post costs are incurred after 
the award of contract to a contractor, for example, due to poor quality or delays. They argued 
that complex contractor selection systems could increase ex-ante costs too much to outweigh 
lower ex-post costs and that future research should focus on cost-benefit analysis of 
contractor selection methods in order to evaluate the impact of selection methods on 
transaction costs. Waara and Bröchner (2006) added to this that applying additional criteria 
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to the evaluation method applied is often unlikely to significantly affect the choice of a 
bidder. However, the risk and possible long-term costs associated with the project in question 
should be kept in mind when a contractor selection method is chosen (Lingard et al., 1998).  

The idea of multiple criteria selection methods has also raised the question what criteria 
should be used in order to increase the chances of identifying an optimal contractor. A review 
on criteria recommended, and frequently used, can be found in section 2.2 Contractor 
selection criteria. 

2.1.1 Contractor selection in Iceland 

Little to no research of contractor selection has been carried out in Iceland. Several studies 
have focused on the legal aspect of public tendering and Aðalsteinsson and Bollason (2015) 
discussed allegations on corruption in the tenders of Icelandic municipalities. Apart from 
that, the issue of contractor selection has never been the sole focus of an Icelandic study. 
The importance of the topic has however been mentioned in at least two studies. 
Sigurðardóttir (2016) brought up the possible loss of quality, security and safety when 
outsourcing projects to contractors and Ólafsdóttir (2011) discussed that the lowest bid does 
not always lead to the lowest overall cost.  

Public procurement in Iceland is regulated by the Public Procurement Act No. 120/2016, 
dated 29th October 2016, which gives a good idea of the selection process as well as 
permitted criteria in the public sector. In addition, most publicly operated organisations work 
by procurement policies, which are often accessible at the organisations webpages. 

The aim of the Public Procurement Act is to “...ensure the equal treatment of companies 
during public procurement, encourage efficiency in public operations through active 
competition and promote innovation and development in the public procurement of goods, 
labour and services” (Public Procurement Act No. 120/2016, Article 1). The act was 
implemented in order to bring Icelandic public procurement practices in line with other EEA 
countries and was designed to conform to EEA standards (“Fréttalisti,” 2016). The act 
applies to all public procurement, including the selection of contractors, and serves as an 
assurance that interests of taxpayers are emphasized and public funds are used sensibly 
(Júlíusdóttir, Guðmundsson, & Magnússon, 2008; Public procurement Act No. 120/2016). 

According to the act, all construction projects exceeding ISK 49.000.000 (excluding VAT) 
shall be put up for open or restricted tender, and contracts with a value of ISK 805.486.600 
or more (excluding VAT), which is the European Economic Area (EEA) tender threshold, 
shall be put up for open tender in the EEA (Public Procurement Act No. 120/2016). In 
addition to this, many public clients try to use open tender as often as possible if it is seen as 
cost effective (Hreinn Haraldsson CEO of The Icelandic Road and Coastal Administration, 
personal communication, June 14th, 2016). When open tendering is not seen as feasible, 
restricted tendering, queries, or negotiation is authorized (Public Procurement Act No. 
120/2016).  
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According to Art. 79 of the new Act, the buyer shall choose the most economical 
advantageous bid on the basis of 1) the lowest price, 2) the lowest cost or 3) the best ratio 
between price and quality, where the lowest cost should be evaluated based on cost-
effectiveness, for example, by calculating the life-cycle cost, and the assessment of quality 
should be linked to the subject matter of the contract in question (Public procurement Act 
No. 120/2016, Article 79). 

In the preceding law the following applied for the evaluation of the most advantageous 
tender: 

The basis for selecting tenderers shall be the most advantageous tender. The most 
advantageous tender is the one which has the lowest price or the tender which best 
fulfils the needs of the contracting authority according to the criteria laid down in the 
tender documents according to Article 45. Tenders may not be evaluated against 
criteria other than those indicated in the tender documents, in accordance with Article 
45. (Public procurement Act No. 84/2007, Art. 72) 

And Article 45, the one cited in the quotation above, stated the following regarding criteria 
applicable for use: 

The criteria on which an assessment of economic advantage is made shall be linked 
to the subject-matter of the contract in question, for example, quality, price, technical 
merit, aesthetic and functional characteristics, environmental characteristics, 
operating costs, cost-effectiveness, after-sales service and technical assistance, 
delivery date and delivery period or period of completion of the contract. (Public 
procurement Act No. 84/2007, Art. 45) 

These modifications embody a change of focus from price-orientated selection towards more 
emphasis on quality, and in a commentary included with the new Act the following is stated 
regarding this change in focus (Public procurement Act No. 120/2016):  

To encourage more emphasis on quality in public procurement it is advised to restrict 
the use of price only or cost only for the evaluation of the most economically 
advantageous tender...therefore it is no longer stated that the lowest tender is always 
the most economically advantageous unless it also reflects the best ratio between 
price and quality. (Public procurement Act No. 84/2007, Quotation on Art. 72)  

The Icelandic Ministry of Finance operates a Central Public Procurement agency, which 
published a manual on public procurement. In the manual, criteria recommended for 
qualitative selection of contractors are listed. However, it is emphasized that the qualitative 
selection and award of contract must be kept separated. Contractors bidding for contracts go 
through pre-qualification where they need to meet certain minimal requirements relating to 
their financial and technical ability in order for their bid to be evaluated. All bids that meet 
these requirements must be evaluated in the process of selecting a bidder that shall be 
awarded the contract. The evaluation of bids, that have been deemed qualified for 
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participation, must be done per predetermined conditions, which are independent of the 
requirements used for the pre-qualification (Júlíusdóttir, Guðmundsson, & Magnússon, 
2008). 

In addition to this, the buyer is expected to use appropriate criteria depending on the nature 
and scope of the project and is encouraged not to make higher demands than deemed 
necessary (Júlíusdóttir, Guðmundsson, & Magnússon, 2008). However, it should be noted 
that the manual has not been updated in accordance with the new law when this is written, 
therefore the manual is likely to take changed in the near future. Further information on the 
specific criteria recommended can be found in section 2.3, Contractor selection criteria in 
Iceland.  

The public procurement law does not apply to organisations operating in the private sector, 
and private clients are therefore free to use any method they wish to use when selecting 
contractors. No research has been conducted on the contractor selection methods applied by 
private sector organisations in Iceland and therefore nothing can be stated about what 
methods are most frequently used by the sector.  

2.2 Contractor selection criteria 

Since it was first mentioned that contractors should be selected based on value not price, 
numerous studies have been conducted to identify which criteria should be used in the 
selection process. These studies have both focused on the perceived importance of various 
criteria as well as analysing how various attributes of contractors’ impact project success.  

In order to evaluate the perceived impact of various criteria on project success Russell et al. 
(1992) surveyed 344 construction professionals on how various decision factors impact their 
decision process when selecting a contractor. The participants consisted of public owners, 
private owners and construction managers. The responses were analysed using Spearman 
Rank Correlation and the three criteria ranking the highest across all respondents where 
financial stability, experience and past performance. Hatush and Skitmore (1997b) also 
studied the perceived impact of criteria on project success, in terms of time, cost and quality. 
This was done by Delphic interview study were eight construction experts were asked to 
assess the impact of 20 frequently used criteria on above-mentioned success factors. The 
criteria perceived to have the most impact on all three success factors were past failures, 
financial status, financial stability, credit rating, experience, ability, management personnel 
and management knowledge while safety criteria and length of time in business being seen 
as having the least effect. Singh and Tiong (2006) reached a similar conclusion were criteria 
relating to experience, past performance and financial stability of contractors scored the 
highest in a study on the Singapore construction industry.  

Above-mentioned studies, however, focused entirely on the perceived impact of criteria, and 
did not confirm an actual link between these criteria and the success of construction projects.  
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Only one such study was discovered during the literature review process where Alzhrani and 
Emsley (2013) explored the influence of contractors’ attributes on project success from a 
post construction viewpoint. With the aid of logistic regression, factors found to significantly 
affect project success where turnover history, quality policy and adequacy of labour and 
plant resources, waste disposal, the size of past projects completed, and company image. 

The perceived impact of criteria is nonetheless likely to affect preferences of construction 
practitioners where criteria perceived to positively impact project success are more likely to 
be used by clients. However, the field is lacking research on the actual effect of these widely-
used criteria on project success.  

A total of 17 peer reviewed research papers were analysed in order to identify the most 
criteria most commonly suggested by researchers. The identified criteria, their frequency of 
appearance and example publications are shown in Table 2.1. Identification of criteria was 
done by analysing peer-reviewed papers that had been previously selected for use in this 
research project. Many papers contained many sub-criteria, which were grouped into main 
categories. Due to the limited scope of this research, only the main groups were used for 
analysis and sub-criteria were grouped into the relevant main categories.  

Each observation is based on subjective categorization by the author since the names given 
to criteria can differ between papers. It should also be kept in mind that these criteria can be 
interrelated and often it is hard to distinguish which category an observation should be 
counted in. Examples of interrelated categories are past performance and experience, since 
past performance counts towards experience. 

Table 2.1 Criteria observed in selected literature (N=17) 
Criteria No. of observations Examples of publications 
Financial  14 (Doloi, 2009; Banaitienė & Banaitis, 2006) 
Experience 15 (Wong, 2004; Zavadskas et al., 2008) 
Technical abilitya 14 (Hasnain & Thaheem, 2016; Waara & Bröchner, 2006) 
Past performance 15 (Plebankiewicz, 2010; Shukery et al., 2016) 
Quality control 11 (Doloi, 2009; Singh & Tiong, 2006) 
Health and safety  15 (El-Sawalhi et al., 2008; Banaitienė & Banaitis, 2006) 
Price 17  

a 
Includes all criteria relating to ability of staff such as management capability and project management capability etc.  

 

Other frequently mentioned criteria present in the literature where those relating to plant or 
equipment on hand, workload and technical solution suggested by the contractor. However, 
those listed in Table 2.1 where those most frequently observed. The table gives a good idea 
of criteria most commonly suggested for use by researchers, however, it does not represent 
how frequently these criteria are used or how important they are perceived by both clients 
and contractors in the industry. In order to gain better understanding of the actual use of 
these criteria a similar table was constructed from results of papers surveying perceived 

importance and use of criteria among respondents. Result sections of these papers were 
analysed and criteria ranked in the top three noted. Criteria relating to financial aspects, 
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technical ability of staff, and past performance where most often ranked among the top three 
as can be seen in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Criteria most often perceived important in analysed papers. (N=9) 

Criteria a No. of 
observations 

Financial  7 

Technical ability b 7 

Past performance 4 
a
Except price/bid amount that is the most frequently used criteria. 

b
Includes all criteria relating to ability of staff such as 

management capability, project management capability etc.  

2.2.1 Price 

Using the lowest bid as a basis for award of a contract is a long-established method, however, 
it has been argued that accepting the lowest bid does not always result in the lowest overall 
cost of projects. Hatush and Skitmore (1997b) argued that the method of selecting the lowest 
bidder carries a high risk of project failure. However, what makes it a risky decision? Lingard 
et al. (1998) claimed that contractors short of work often submit extremely low bids to be 
sure of being awarded a contract in order to keep a positive cash flow and remain in business. 
Despite the advice of construction industry experts on awarding contracts based on value, 
not price, lowest-bid methods of selecting contractors remain in use, although research 
findings differ in terms of how prevalent it is.  

Wong, Holt, and Cooper (2000) investigated what method UK construction clients prefer to 
use when selecting contractors, lowest-bid, evaluation of project-specific criteria (PSC), or 
a mix of both. Out of 450 clients surveyed, 51 public and 53 private clients completed the 
questionnaire. The results indicated that only 4% and 3% of public clients and private clients, 
respectively, based the selection on the lowest bid only. Majority of respondents preferred a 
mix of price and PSC, were 66% of public clients and 62% of private clients reported that 
price weights more than PSC in the selection of contractors and respectively 22% and 32% 
of clients stated that price weighted the same as PSC. Respondents were not given the option 
of choosing only PSC as their preferred selection method or that PSC weighted more than 
price. From these findings, it was concluded that contractor selection methods in the UK are 
relying more on multiple criteria selection than lowest-bid methods. On the contrary 
Plebankiewicz (2010) concluded that over 90% of public clients in Poland use price as a 
decisive criterion, as stated before, and similarly Banaitienė and Banaitis (2006) identified 
bid price as the most used criterion for contractor selection in Lithuania.  

2.2.2 Financial stability 

The most common way to monitor the performance of organisations is through financial data 
such as financial statements and ratios derived from them (Arditi et al., 2000). Financial 
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information can give a good overview of the overall health of an organisation and predict 
future problems (Hatush & Skitmore, 1997a). If a contractor does not have adequate 
financial stability, problems such as late bill payments and bankruptcy could hinder progress 
over the construction period (Doloi, 2011). Therefore, it comes as no surprise that one of the 
most frequently mentioned criteria for contractor selection is financial status. Researches 
evaluating the perceived impact of various decision criterions on project success among 
construction professionals have shown that financial stability is perceived to have significant 
impact on project success (Russell et al., 1992; Hatush & Skitmore, 1997a). Nevertheless, 
financial data can be manipulated, especially in smaller organisations, to hide poor financial 
status from stakeholders (Arditi et al., 2000) and should be taken with a grain of salt. 
Financial stability can be assessed in numerous ways and attributes used to represent the 
criteria differ between studies, i.e. working and operating capitals, yearly turnover, and 
various financial ratios calculated from financial statements. 

However, it has been pointed out that the extent to which financial stability can predict future 
performance has maybe been overstated. Doloi (2011) concluded that financial stability of a 
contractor does not directly affect project success, which is an interesting result in the light 
of the criteria being perceived as highly important by construction industry workers in most 
studies. 

2.2.3 Technical ability  

Technical ability (as defined in this study) refers to the relevant specialization employees of 
the contracting organisation possess. Hatush and Skitmore (1997a) defined the technical 
ability of personnel as the availability and number of supervisors and skilled craftsmen as 
well as qualifications and relevant expertise of employees. What specific technical ability is 
necessary depends on the project under consideration (Singh & Tiong, 2006). The criteria 
are frequently mentioned in the literature and is, among financial stability, the most 
frequently used criteria (Singh & Tiong, 2006), which is perhaps not surprising since a 
contractor that does not have the technical ability to complete a project is not likely to be 
selected by many organisations.   

2.2.4 Experience 

This criterion refers to the experience of the contractor in similar projects, in terms of type 
and size, the ability to work in new project environments, the managerial capability to 
undertake challenges in new projects, as well as the overall experience of the subcontractors 
(Uher and Runeson, 1984; Fong and Choi, 2000). In the Singaporean construction industry, 
Sing and Tiong (2006) evaluated 102 selection criteria and their perceived importance 
among construction industry experts. They analysed 128 questionnaire responses collected 
from consulting firms, contractors and public and private clients. The findings of their 
research reported that a contractor's experience in similar projects is perceived to be one of 
the most important factors for guaranteeing a contractor's success in projects.  
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Experience, past performance and references are highly interrelated and the definitions of 
these criteria in the literature often overlapped to some extent. Experience of a contractor 
should be viewed along with references of past performance, since even though a contractor 
may have experience of a similar project, it does not have to be that the project was 
completed successfully.    

2.2.5 Past performance 

How a contractor has performed in previous projects is one of the most effective predictor 
for future performance (Tam & Harris, 1996), and contractors that have a history of 
successfully completed projects are more likely to deliver successful projects in the future 
(Holt, Olomolaiye & Harris, 1994). These claims were supported in research conducted by 
Doloi et al. (2009) where past performance was found to have significant impact on 
performance of contractors. In the research past performance was indicated by three 
independent factors; the contractor’s vulnerability in business, contractor’s uncooperative 
post-contract attitude and poor records of any past conflicts and disputes. In addition, a 
factor representing successful past projects was found to have a significant effect on 
project success. Contradictory results where however attained in a later research conducted 
by Doloi et al. (2011) where past performance was not found to significantly affect project 
success though findings indicated that past performance positively influences quality 
performance of contractors.  
 
Khosrowshahi (1999) argued that contractors who have good records of past performance 
should be given preference in contract award and construction professionals seem to agree 
with this proclamation. Past performance has frequently been rated as one of the attributes 
having the most impact on project success among various construction professionals (Russell 
et al., 1992; Wong et al., 2001; Lavelle, Hendry & Steel, 2007). An example of this is the 
research of Hatush and Skitmore (1997a), which interviewed eight construction 
professionals in England to determine the relationship between contractor selection criteria 
and project success factors. The results revealed that previous failures were perceived to 
have the most significant effect on project success in terms of time, cost and quality of 
projects. Recent studies have reported similar results, which establishes that past 
performance is still viewed as a critical attribute (Palaneeswaran & Kumaraswamy, 2000; 
Singh & Tiong, 2006). 

An interesting take on this is the requirement put forward in the ISO 9001:2015 standard, 
where organisations are required to establish “criteria for selection, evaluation, and re-
evaluation” (ISO 9001:2015, 2015) and that these records should be maintained. Re-
evaluation involves keeping track of the performance of suppliers for better overview of past 
performance and to be able to intervene if their performance is not up to standard. How the 
clause is implemented is up to the organisations to decide. However, many organisations 
choose to do so by supplier evaluation form where suppliers are evaluated both before and 
after supplying products or services (John, 2015).  
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2.2.6 References 

References are directly related to both the experience and past performance of contractors 
since references are often used to verify the performance of a contractor in previous projects 
and at the same time establish that the contractor has experience with similar work 
(Plebankiewicz, 2010). Contractors who have finished previous projects by the deadline set 
are more likely to do the same in future projects (Chan & Chan., 2004). Bad performance in 
previous projects affects the reputation of a contractor and can lead to lack of good references 
from previous clients. References are frequently mentioned in studies investigating the 
perceived importance of criteria and in a study on the construction industry in Poland, 
conducted by Plebankiewicz (2010), findings revealed that no less than 67% of clients seek 
data from previous clients of the contractor in the evaluation process. References can include 
comments on the quality of previous projects (Arditi et al., 2000), information on if projects 
where finished on budget and within schedule (Doloi, 2011) as well as notes on the ease of 
communications and how easily disputes where settled (Banaitienė & Banaitis, 2006). 

2.2.7 Health and safety 

The construction industry has one of the highest rates of occupational accidents (European 
Union & Eurostat, 2010) and therefore the evaluation of contractor health and safety 
performance is important. Issues relating to occupational accidents can be difficult to solve 
during the construction phase of a project, however, by evaluating the health and safety 
performance of a contractor beforehand, the risk of safety issues arising can be reduced 
(Holt, 2005). According to Samelson and Levitt (1993), all construction clients should 
evaluate the safety performance of potential contractor, since effective safety management 
can significantly reduce costs. Costs associated with workplace accidents are often high and 
can be both direct, such as medical costs, and indirect, such as liability claims, reduced 
productivity, and schedule delays. Everett and Frank (1996) concluded that costs related to 
workplace accidents could be as high as 7.9 - 15.0% of total costs of new, non-residential 
projects. However, accidents do not only carry monetary costs, accidents can be fatal, which 
is a more serious issue and can have more extensive consequences.  

However, it seems that consensus has not been reached about the importance of health and 
safety criteria within the construction industry and among construction industry clients. 
Studies have reported varying results about the perceived importance of health and safety 
criteria. Hatush and Skitmore (1997a) stated that safety criteria were not seen as important 
among clients and that it is rare for a contractor to be rejected due to safety issues. In spite 
of this claim, it was concluded that health and safety performance of contractors is one of 
the most common criteria considered by clients, but clearly not taken very seriously. Singh 
and Tiong (2006) reached similar conclusion and established that health and safety criteria 
are not perceived as important among Singaporean construction practitioners. 
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Information regarding health and safety performance of a contractor can be obtained by 
assessing the Occupational Safety and Housing Administration (OSHA) incidence rate or 
experience modification rating (EMR) (Samelson & Levitt, 1982). 

2.2.8 Quality management 

Most researchers mention quality systems or quality management as a suitable criterion for 
use in contractor selection where contractors should be ranked higher for using formal 
quality management systems, such as ISO 9001. On top of that, many international 
organisations require contractors to be certified by ISO 9001 for them to be able to work for 
the organisation (Kanji & Wong, 1998). Contrarily, Sing and Tiong (2006) revealed that 
some construction industry professionals believe that a quality certificate has no effect on 
the actual quality of the product. Yet according to Ólafsdóttir (2011) quality certificates have 
indeed effect on customer satisfaction and since quality has been defined as the ability to 
satisfy customer needs it can be argued that customer satisfaction gives a good idea about 
the quality of a product. Ólafsdóttir (2011) examined if contractors working in accordance 
with quality management systems achieved more customer satisfaction and the results 
revealed that there is a positive correlation between client’s satisfaction with project 
execution and whether the contractor works in accordance with a quality management 
system. From these results, one might assume that criteria assessing the quality management 
system of contractors would be of great use for clients evaluating contractors. 

2.2.9 Contractor selection criteria in Iceland 

Public clients in Iceland joined forces in 2011 and published “Public client assessment on 
suitability of bidders” (Júlíusdóttir et al., 2008), a brochure that covers how to handle the 
assessment of bidders for projects of various sizes and complexity. The aim of the brochure 
is to “...ensure that contractors, willing to work for public clients, possess the technical and 
financial capability necessary to perform the project put up for tender and that they can fulfil 
the obligations of the contract in accordance with what the client expects” (Júlíusdóttir et al., 
2008). It is also stated that the aim is not to distinguish between bidders that meet the 
requirements of said project.  

The criteria that are recommended for assessment are technical ability, financial stability and 
information on criminal activity or bankruptcy of said contractor, categorized as personal 
circumstances. Before deciding what exact criteria should be used for the assessment it is 
recommended that projects are categorized into one of three groups, A, B or C, depending 
on how risky they are, A being the least risky and C the most. The bidders are then assessed 
by various technical, financial and personal criteria which vary between risk groups, for 
further information on these criteria, the reader is referred to (Júlíusdóttir et al., 2008). 
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3 Methods 

With regards to methodology the study can be split into two parts, the first part can be 
described as exploratory where qualitative methods such as literature review and semi-
structured interviews were utilized to gain understanding of the topic, while the second part 
was a quantitative survey of contractor selection methods used by Icelandic organisations. 
The following sections contain descriptions of what research strategies were used and why, 
sampling methods and sample sizes as well as an explanation on how data was gathered. 

3.1 Research strategy  

In order to examine the contractor selection methods applied in Iceland, and abroad, as well 
as identifying criteria recommended by field experts, an extensive literature review was 
carried out during the research process with the help of Google Scholar, Skemman1 and by 
literature search at libraries. The literature review resulted in better insight into the contractor 
selection process and what criteria experts recommend, the findings from the review can be 
found in the section 1 Literature Review. 

During the literature review, a gap in existing research was identified and while contractor 
selection has been widely researched in the neighbouring countries, this topic has gotten 
little to no attention in Iceland. It was decided to gain further insight into contractor selection 
in Iceland by interviewing various stakeholders in the construction industry about the topic. 
Findings from the interviews indicated that organisations hiring contractors in Iceland use 
the lowest-bid wins as the primary method for contractor selection and references as the 
main criteria. Since few organisations were interviewed, these findings could not be 
extrapolated to the population, only used as an indicator of how contractor selection is 
conducted in Iceland. In order to gain further information on these findings and thereby 
attempt to answer the research questions put forward it was decided to survey how 
contractors are selected and what criteria are used by Icelandic organisations through an 
omnibus questionnaire conducted by MMR2. 

                                                 

1Skemman is the digital repository for Icelandic universities, it contains both students’ final theses and 
scholarly research by academic staff (“About | Skemman,” n.d.).  
2 MMR or Market and Media Research Iceland is a market research agency specialising in advanced market 

research in Iceland (Administrator, n.d.). 
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3.2 Qualitative approach 

3.2.1 Semi-structured interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with multiple contractors as well as 
representatives of organisations that frequently hire contractors. The objective of the 
interviews was to collect data on general trends in contractor selection in Iceland from the 
perspective of both contractors and clients of contractors. Semi-structured interviews are 
often used to achieve better understanding of a topic, often at the early stages of research 
and/or when little to no previous research has been done on the topic (DiCicco-Bloom & 
Crabtree, 2006). Since contractor selection in Iceland has gained little attention of 
researchers, limited data about the matter was available; therefore, it was fitting to use semi-
structured interviews. In addition, semi-structured interviews were well suited to explore 
new topics, which the researcher had not thought about before. Then new questions could 
be added as the research progressed and better understanding of the topic was gained.  

3.2.2 Questionnaire design  

Two different questionnaires were designed, one for each group, contractors and clients, 
with help from the supervisors and representatives of the Federation of Icelandic Industries. 
The two questionnaires were nearly identical, the main difference being, that contractors 
were asked about their experience of the selection process of Icelandic organisations and 
clients were asked about how they conduct the process. By interviewing both contractors 
and clients, the process could be analysed from both perspectives. In addition to this, since 
contractors are sometimes clients themselves when hiring sub-contractors, the contractors 
interviewed where asked if they had employed subcontractors and if so, asked about the 
selection process. Questionnaires can be seen in appendices A and B. 

The information sought after in interviews with both contractors and clients was the 
following, (1) the perceived importance of various contractor/subcontractor attributes, (2) 
what criteria organisations use to evaluate possible contractors/subcontractors, (3) how 
information on these criteria are obtained, (4) how easy it is to access information about 
these attributes. Questions relating to the perceived importance were presented with a 5-
point Liker scale (1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = neither agree/disagree, 4 = disagree, 5 = 
strongly disagree) where interviewees were presented with a statement and requested to 
position their response on the above-mentioned scale, the remaining questions were open 
ended.  

Before the interviews were formally conducted, a miniature study was performed were the 
questionnaires were tested on three participants in order to identify possible issues, for 
example, illogical order of questions. Miniature study participants were also asked to 
consider and comment on the clarity and length of the questionnaires. Based on the feedback, 
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some modifications were made to the questionnaire regarding both clarity and order of 
questions. 

3.2.3 Sampling method and sample size 

Due to the exploratory nature of the first part of this research, along with time and budget 
constraints, it was decided to use a convenience sample. Firstly, a stakeholder analysis was 
conducted to identify all stakeholders that could possibly supply information on the 
contractor selection process, and therefore possible interviewees. The author along with his 
supervisors and the Federation of Icelandic Industries participated in the stakeholder analysis 
process. The results from the analysis can be seen below.  
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Figure 3.1 Stakeholder analysis 

When the stakeholder analysis was finished, it came clear that due to the small scope of the 
thesis and time limits it would not be possible to interview all stakeholders identified. It was 
decided to interview a broad selection of contractors and contractors’ clients along with the 
Central public procurement office. In order to counterbalance the fact that the sample was 
small, and a convenience one, an emphasis was placed on having the sample as variable as 
possible in terms of organisation size, sector, and field of work. The contractor firms in the 
sample were selected by the Federation of Icelandic Industries in order to achieve the highest 
response rate possible, since from experiences from similar research, response rates of 
contractors are low if the interviewer has no connection to the industry (Ingason, personal 
communications, May 20, 2016). The author then received a list of possible respondents 
from the Federation of Icelandic Industries, from which he could select possible interviewees 
and invite them to participate. The contractor firms were split into three categories depending 
on size, these categories were: 

                                                 

3 Stjórnvísi is an non-profit organizations that hosts regular seminars on the many aspects of 
management.  
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 Small contractor firms: 1 employee 

 Medium sized contractor firms: 2-15 employees 

 Large sized contractor firms: >15 employees 

These categories were decided based on recommendation from a representative working at 
the Federation of Icelandic Industries, which stated that a substantial difference can be seen 
between contractor firms of these sizes (Hansen, personal communications, May 20, 2016). 
Clients invited to participate were large organisations and public clients active in the 
construction industry. The final number of respondents invited to participate consisted of 20 
contracting companies, 17 clients and the Central public procurement office. A more detailed 
split between categories as well as the response rate can be viewed in Table 4.1. 

3.2.4 Data collection 

Interviewees in the initial sample were first contacted by phone or e-mail where the research 
aim was introduced and respondents were asked if they wanted to participate. If the author 
received positive response a meeting was set up, in most cases at the workplace of said 
respondent. The questionnaire was designed with a time frame of 30 minutes in mind but 
since the interview questions were mostly open ended the interview time varied between 20 
- 60 minutes, based on how interested each interviewee was in the topic. Interviewees were 
asked at the end of each interview if the questions had been clear and if there was something 
they wanted to add. After each interview, the author reviewed the questionnaire and added 
questions on topics that required further investigation. 

3.3 Quantitative approach 

3.3.1 Survey 

Since findings from the qualitative part of the study gave intriguing results, it was decided 
to find out if they represented the selection methods of Icelandic organisations. In order to 
collect data that could represent the population of Icelandic organisations, a survey of 1378 
managers in Icelandic companies was conducted through an omnibus survey. By random 
sampling of the population results from a survey can be generalized to the population, that 
is, it can be stated, with a certain likelihood, that the results obtained from the survey are the 
same as if the whole population would be surveyed (Babbie, 2007). The sample in the survey 
conducted in this research was big enough to be generalizable for the population and 
therefore put the research one step closer to answer the question of how Icelandic 
organisations select their contractors. 
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3.3.2 Questionnaire design  

The focus of this research was to answer two main questions, what method do clients in 
Iceland apply when selecting contractors, lowest-bid wins or multiple criteria selection? In 
addition, which criteria do those who use other methods than lowest-bid wins apply? Since 
the research was of small scope and the budget was limited, it was decided to buy two 
question slots in the MMR omnibus, which included question design assistance from MMR. 
The two main objectives of the design process were to minimise social desirability bias, due 
to respondents trying to provide answers that make them look better (Furnham, 1986) and to 
attain as much information possible from the two questions. The former question sought 
information on importance of price in the selection process, that is, if price is the sole 
criterion relied on or if other criteria are used as well, and if other criteria are used, how 
much do they weigh compared to the price. In the second question, those who used other 
criteria along with price were asked what those criteria were and respondents could choose 
more than one criteria. Identification of appropriate choice of criteria for options in the 
second question was done through extensive literature review and suggestions from the 
supervisor. Along with the criteria identified through above-mentioned channels, the criteria 
most often mentioned in the interviews, references and previous employment of contractor 
was included in order to examine if the findings from the interviews could be confirmed. 
Additionally, it was considered interesting to observe if clients preferred certified quality 
management systems to those not certified.  

3.3.3 Sampling method and sample size 

The data was collected through an e-mail omnibus survey during the period from 1st to 13th 
of September 2016 by MMR. MMR uses random sampling when conducting an omnibus, 
which is the sampling method best suited for achieving generalizable results. Sample for the 
omnibus was selected in the following way, all organisations in the “300 biggest” book4 
where asked to participate as well as additional organisations drawn at random from the 
Registry of organisations, which is a database that keeps data on all listed organisations in 
Iceland. According to MMR, this method leads to the best representation of Icelandic 
organisations and the sample is valid for research on Icelandic organisations. The final 
sample consisted of 1378 managers of Icelandic organisations.  

3.3.4 Confidence level and margin of error 

The results attained by MMR were delivered to the author with the calculated margin of 
error for each answer group. The method used by MMR for these calculations was as 
following:  

                                                 

4 A book published every year covering the 300 biggest organizations (Hauksson, 2015) 
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𝑟 𝑖   𝑟𝑟 𝑟 = ∗ √ ∗ 1 −
 

Where Z represents the Z-score for the determined confidence level, p the proportion of the 
sample answering in a certain way (for example 0,15 for an option that 15% of the sample 
chose) and N is size of the sample (Björnsson, e-mail communications, 2016). The 
confidence level determined for analysing the results was 95% and the corresponding Z-
score is 1,96.
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4 Results 

4.1 Qualitative 

Out of those contacted, 13 contractor companies and nine clients participated as well as the 
central public procurement office and the directorate of internal revenue. Table 4.1 shows 
the details of the sample characteristics, the division between professions of clients could 
not be disclosed for anonymity reasons. The respondent group is heavily biased towards 
public clients; around 16.387 organisations are active in Iceland while organisations and 
governmental bodies falling within the definition of public clients do not reach 1% of that 
number. Greater number of private clients responding would have been more ideal to gain 
better understanding of the selection process in the private sector, but due to limited time it 
was not possible. Additionally, all respondents from the client group represented somewhat 
large organisations which could distort the results somewhat. However, since the large 
contractor firms interviewed are in most cases also clients, hiring smaller contractor firms as 
subcontractors, they were asked questions about how they select their subcontractors - giving 
some additional insight into the selection methods of private clients. Therefore, the results 
relating to the selection process of subcontractors is presented along with the results from 
the client interviews. Despite these shortcomings, the bias is not seen as having significant 
negative impacts on the results since the goal of this part of the study was not to achieve 
generalizable results. The respondent sample represents a broad range of contractors, from 
the smallest to the largest as well as different sectors of profession. 

Table 4.1 Interview sample characteristics 

Sample group 
Total 

contacted 
Total 

responses 
Response rate 

Clients    
Public clients 13 7 54% 
Private clients 4 2 50% 

Total 17 9 53% 

Contractors    

Small 6 3 50% 
Medium  6 3 50% 
Large 8 4 50% 

Total 20 10 50% 

Overall 37 19 51% 

The response rate is acceptable since response rates over 50% are generally considered 
adequate (Babbie, 2005). 
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4.1.1 Selection methods 

Descriptions of methods applied for contractor selection ranged from highly informal 
methods, such as calling a contractor that had previously worked for the organisation to more 
formal methods, such as open tendering where anyone can submit a bid. The subject of type 
and size of project was often mentioned in the discussions on selection methods. 
Respondents expressed that bigger, more complicated projects are often put up for tender, 
while more informal ways are more often used to hire contractors for smaller, less complex 
projects.  

It became clear when interviewing public sector organisations that the legal frameworks the 
public-sector organisations work by does affect the way contractors are hired in the sector. 
All public clients interviewed cited the public procurement act where they referred to their 
obligation to put all projects exceeding a certain amount up for tender. Additionally, they all 
claimed to tender projects below the threshold amount if it was seen as feasible and that pre-
qualification/closed tender is only used for the most complex projects. Regarding small 
projects, such as general maintenance work, the framework agreement that the Central 
Public Procurement manages was often mentioned.  

When asked about the decisive factor in contractor selection the fact that contracts must be 
awarded based on objective criteria was cited and that selecting a contractor based on other 
factors than price often leads to subjectivity. This became evident in the responses of 
contractors where some of them mentioned that even though they are required to submit 
information on various attributes, the information is not used when public clients award a 
contract. The only thing that counts is the bid amount, one respondent had this to say about 
the matter, where he cited a tender he participated in:  

Everybody bid 100 – 120 million kroners but then one [contractor] said he could do 
it for 60 million kroners, he was awarded the contract, even though everyone knew 
that he would go bankrupt since this bid was not realistic. Contractors often submit 
ridiculously low bids in order to keep the business afloat. It is depressing, putting all 
this work into the bid and gathering all this information and then this happens. 
(Contractor A, personal communication, May 25th, 2016) 

Those public clients interviewed, that have ISO 9001 certification all mentioned using some 
version of supplier evaluation in order to evaluate potential suppliers as well as for 
evaluation of performance after the services or products had been supplied. By keeping track 
of past performance, clients can refuse certain contractors business on the terms of 
substandard performance. One client described the supplier evaluation as follows:  

Suppliers are evaluated after providing us with services or products, and this applies 
to contractors as well, where contractors are evaluated during and after working on 
projects for us, we evaluate them by pre-determined factors and if certain things are 
not in order we can place the contractor on a “black list” which means that the 
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contractor is not allowed to bid for our projects for six months. (Public client A, 
personal communications, June 16th, 2016) 

Similarly, the private sector companies interviewed both mentioned to put larger projects up 
for tender while using ways that are more informal in smaller projects, such as negotiation. 
One of the two private companies interviewed mentioned using closed tendering frequently 
since they don’t want to waste resources on assessing multiple tenders. Additionally, they 
mentioned that they roughly know what contractors are capable of carrying out certain types 
of projects and have an informal list of contractors with whom they have had previous good 
experience. 

The methods clients mentioned were reflected in the responses of contractors when asked 
about how they acquire projects. Smaller contractor firms more frequently mentioned 
references and obtaining work “through their phones”, and while larger contractor firm also 
mentioned those informal ways, they more frequently stated obtaining work through 
tendering. Regarding the work that goes into preparing the documents one contractor had 
this to say:  

In the private sector the use of closed tendering is more common, they have already 
prequalified the bidders to a standing list by checking various resources such as 
Creditinfo5 and then you must submit this information after they have decided to 
award you the contract, you don’t have to prepare these documents before. 
(Contractor B, personal communications, June 7th, 2016 

4.1.2 Perceived importance of contractor attributes 

When asking about the perceived importance of contractor attributes it was decided to 
inquire both contractors and clients about the three following attributes: 

 Contractor fulfilment of obligations relating to legally statutory payments such as 
taxes.  

 Contractor fulfilment of obligations relating to employees such as employer pension 
fund contribution, minimum salary and working conditions. 

 Contractor fulfilment of obligations towards customers, subcontractors, suppliers 
etc.  

                                                 

5 “An organization that offeres diverse services in the area of credit risk management with information 

provision as the core of services, including tools for decision making, models and software.”  (“Creditinfo,” 
n.d.) 
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Contractors were asked to assign a degree of importance placed on these attributes by their 
clients while the clients were asked how important these attributes are when they hire 
contractors, the statements were presented with a 5-point Likert scale. 

Clients 

As can be seen in Table 4.2, all respondents from the client group agreed on the importance 
of contractors being able to demonstrate that they have fulfilled their obligations relating to 
the payments of legally statutory payments.  

Table 4.2 In your dealings with contractors it is important that they can demonstrate that 

they have fulfilled their obligations relating to the payments of legally statutory payments.  

  Public 
clients 

Private 
clients 

Total 

Strongly agree 7 2 9 
Agree   

 

Neither agree or disagree   
Disagree  

 Strongly disagree  
Total 7 2 9 

When the respondents from the group of contractors where represented with the same 
statement regarding their sub-contractor’s fulfilment of legally statutory payments the 
answers varied more. All but one representatives of medium- and large sized contractor firms 
responded with “strongly agree” while answers from respondents representing small 
contractor firms ranged from “strongly disagree” to “agree”. Further breakdown of answers 
can be seen in Table 4.3 

Table 4.3 In your dealings with subcontractor it is important that they can demonstrate that 

they have fulfilled their obligations relating to the payments of legally statutory payments. 

  Small Medium Large Total 
Strongly agree  3 3 6 
Agree 1   1 
Neither agree or disagree 1   1 
Disagree   1 1 
Strongly disagree 1   1 

Total 3 3 4 10 

All respondents from the client group agreed on the importance of contractors being able to 
demonstrate that their obligations towards their employees are fulfilled, as can be seen in 
Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 When hiring a contractor it is important that he can demonstrate that his 

obligations towards his employees are fulfilled. 

  Public 
clients 

Private 
clients 

Total 

Strongly agree 7 2 9 
Agree   

 

Neither agree or disagree   
Disagree  

 Strongly disagree  
Total 7 2 9 

All but one respondent from the contractor group responded with “strongly agree” or 
“agree”, while one contractor representing a small contractor firm responded with “strongly 
disagree”. 

Table 4.5 When hiring a subcontractor it is important that he can demonstrate that his 

obligations toward his employees are fulfilled. 

  Small  Medium  Large  Total 
Strongly agree 2 3 3 8 
Agree   1 1 
Neither agree or disagree     
Disagree     
Strongly disagree 1   1 

Total 3 3 4 10 
 

Clients’ and contractors’ responses to the third statement were distributed from “neither 
agree or disagree” to “strongly agree”, as can be seen in as can be seen in Table 4.6 and 
Table 4.7. 

Table 4.6 When hiring a contractor it is important that he can demonstrate that his 

relationships with suppliers/customers/subcontractors are in order. 

  Public 
clients 

Private 
clients 

Total 

Strongly agree 4 1 5 
Agree 1 1 2 
Neither agree or disagree 2  2 
Disagree    
Strongly disagree    
Total 6 2 9 
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Table 4.7 When hiring a subcontractor it is important that he can demonstrate that his 

relationships with suppliers/customers/subcontractors are in order. 

  Small Medium Large Total 

Strongly agree 3 3 2 8 
Agree   1 1 
Neither agree or disagree   1 1 
Disagree     
Strongly disagree     
Total 3 3 4 10 

Contractors 

As can be seen in Table 4.8,  

Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 contractor firm representatives’ responses to all three statements 
were diverse, ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”. As can be seen from the 
responses from the representatives of small contractor firms they perceive their business 
relationship with others as important to their clients while their fulfilment of legally statutory 
obligations such as payment of taxes is not perceived as equally as important to their clients. 
On the contrary, large contractor firms perceive their fulfilment of legally statutory 
obligations as important to their clients while the business relationships are perceived as 
slightly less important to their clients.  

Table 4.8 In your dealings with clients it is important that you can demonstrate that you 

have fulfilled your obligations relating to the payments of legally statutory payments. 

  Small Medium Large Total 
Strongly agree 1 2 3 6 
Agree   1 1 
Neither agree or disagree     
Disagree     
Strongly disagree 2   2 
Total 3 2 a 4 9 
a
 The question was not relevant for one contractor, therefore he did not provide answer to it. 

 

Table 4.9 In your dealings with clients it is important that you can demonstrate that your 

obligations towards your employees are fulfilled. 

  Small Medium Large Total 
Strongly agree 2 2  3 7 
Agree   1 1 
Neither agree or disagree     
Disagree     
Strongly disagree 1   1 
Total 3 2 a 4 9 
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a
 The question was not relevant for one contractor, therefore he did not provide answer to it. 

Table 4.10 In your dealings with clients it is important that you can demonstrate that your 

relationships with suppliers/customers/subcontractors are in order. 

  Small Medium Large Total 
Strongly agree 3 1 1 5 
Agree  1 2 3 
Neither agree or disagree   1 1 
Disagree     
Strongly disagree     
Total 3 2 a 4 9 
a
 The question was not relevant for one contractor, therefore he did not provide answer to it. 

 

When respondents in the contractor group were asked further about statement two, regarding 
obligations towards their employees, it came clear that a certain misunderstanding was 
present in some cases, where some respondents thought the question related to the technical 
ability of their employees on hand. When this misunderstanding had been corrected, it 
became evident that contractors perceive the technical ability of their employees as being 
more important to their clients than the verification of their fulfilment of obligations towards 
their employees. Therefore, this misunderstanding may have led to the degree of importance 
assigned to statement number two being somewhat higher than if all would have understood 
the question correctly.  

Despite that, this misunderstanding gave additional information that contractors perceive the 
technical ability of their employees to be of great importance to their clients while their 
payments of employer pension fund contributions, for example, are not perceived as equally 
important to their clients. 

4.1.3 Actual use of criteria  

Perceived importance and actual use of criteria assessing these attributes do not always go 
hand in hand. When asked about the actual use of criteria representing these attributes it 
came clear that even though clients consider these attributes important, they often do not 
require their contractors to provide information confirming their fulfilment of these 
obligations and the same applied to contractors hiring subcontractors.  

Respondents representing small contractor firms had rarely been required to disclose 
information on matters such as financial stability or their fulfilment of legal obligations. On 
the extreme end was an answer from a contractor working in the domestic building sector, 
which said that individuals hiring him rarely request information about him and often have 
barely seen him before handing him the keys to their homes. He said, “...in this sector 
everything is built up on trust and reputation, I am never required to disclose information 
about my business and likewise I never require my subcontractors to disclose information 
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about them.” (Contractor C, personal communications, June 9th, 2016) However, he added 
that he found it strange that individuals hiring him are willing to give him the keys to their 
homes and to work around their belongings without knowing anything about him.  

While a representative of a relatively large contractor firm said, 

It is rare for private sector companies to request information on these matters, I have 
experienced it twice, just recently, and that has clearly been because the ultimate 
client has these requirements and they are then rolled over to us, this is something 
new. However, these demands are standard for foreign clients that have come here, 
if you don’t disclose this information then you won’t work for them, foreign clients 
are more cautious than is normal for Icelandic clients. (Contractor D, personal 
communications, June 6th) 

It was evident by the answers that larger contractors have more frequently taken part in 
tenders where information about certain attributes had been requested where public sector 
companies and large private sector companies frequently request information on these 
attributes. One large contractor had this to say about the matter,  

The public sector almost invariably demands information on these things as well as 
larger companies, such as the aluminium companies, these demands are clearly on 
the rise generally and recently main contractors have also been demanding 
information on these things, but that has not been a requirement from them before. 
(Contractor E, personal communications, June 7th, 2016)  

4.1.4 The importance of reputation 

All types of contractor firms assigned a relatively high degree of importance to the 
statements focusing on the importance of fulfilling their obligations towards other business 
partners, as can be seen in Table 4.7 and 4.10.  

And when asked further about the importance of this attribute the typical answer was that 
the Icelandic market is small and word to mouth spreads fast and easily, every contractor 
interviewed, from small to large, mentioned the importance of a good reputation in Iceland.  

The smaller contractor firms mentioned getting most of their work through word of mouth, 
and therefore a good reputation is vital to them. A contractor interviewed described the 
importance of reputation in this way,  

90% of our business comes through my phone where other contractors or hardware 
stores have recommended us. We get customers because someone recommends us 
and in the same way, I recommend others that I know to my customers. If my 
business relationship with others is not in order then it is simply just so that I get no 
work since no one recommends me. (Contractor C, personal communications, June 
9th, 2016) 
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Larger contractor firms and clients described the importance of reputation in a somewhat 
different way, where business is not necessarily acquired by word of mouth, but rather that 
information on potential contractors is easily acquired through others due to the small market 
and “...I can always find some link to the contractor I intend to hire and frequently check 
what others have to say about them before I close the deal” (Contractor E, personal 
communications, May 24th, 2016). Therefore, good reputation can increase the chances of 
contractors being awarded contracts. 

4.2 Quantitative  

Out of 1378 managers surveyed, 706 responses were received which resulted in a response 
rate (RR) of 51%. High non-response rates increase the probability of statistical bias 
(Rogelberg & Stanton, 2007). However, the average RR of 117 organisational research 
surveys performed between 2000 and 2005 was found to be 35.6% on average (Baruch & 
Holtom, 2008) which is much lower than the RR achieved in this survey. 

In the first question of the questionnaire, the participants were asked how important price is 
for the organisation when buying services from contractors. Those who answered “The 
organisation does not buy services from contractor companies” (94 or 13,6%) and “Price is 
all that matters” (22 or 3,2%) were not asked the latter question, which related to what criteria 
other than price is used. Additionally, 17 refused to respond to the former question and 30 
the latter, which results in 689 responses to the former question and 506 to the latter. Table 
4.11 shows the details of the sample characteristics, as can be seen the partition of 
organisations operating in the capital versus other regions is rather accurate while the sample 
is somewhat biased towards larger organisations. The bias is however unlikely to affect the 
validity of the survey. 

Survey results from MMR included answers segmented by turnover, number of employees, 
region, field of work, market (consumer or corporate), sex, job title, age, and income. It was 
decided to analyse answers with regard to number of employees, region and field of work. 
Segments used for further analysis where number of employees, location of head office and 
field of work. Number of employees was assumed to represent organisation size better than 
turnover since organisations that have high turnover can have relatively few employees and 
resources available for contractor selection is more likely to affect selection method than 
turnover. Job title, sex, age and income of respondents do not represent organisational 
difference and therefore answers where not analysed by these segments.  
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Table 4.11 Details of sample characteristics 

  
Number of 
responses 

Percentage of  
sample 

Percentage of 
responses 

Actual 
division 

Number of employees   
  

≤ 10 283 41% 45% 94% 
11-49 168 24% 27% 5% 
50-149 98 14% 16% 1% 
≥ 150 83 12% 13% 1% 

     
Total 632 92%a 100% 100% 
     
Location of head office   

  

Capital region 393 57% 70% 61% 
Other regions 166 24% 30% 39% 

Total 559 81%a 100% 100% 
 
Field of work     

Industrial 130 19% 23% 24% 
Service 265 38% 46% 56% 
Retail/Wholesales 120 17% 21% 14% 
Fisheries & food processing 60 9% 10% 5% 

Total 575 83% a 100% 83% 
a Respondents decided if they wanted to answer background questions which explains the difference between 

the total in each segment. 

4.2.1 Contractor selection methods 

The first question of the survey aimed to reveal how much weight is placed on price versus 
non-price criteria in Icelandic organisations. The clear majority of organisations (96%) take 
other factors than price into account to some extent when selecting contractors and almost 
none rely solely on price (0.3%). The most frequently selected option was equal weight of 
price and non-price criteria, with almost half the respondents selecting that option (45%). A 
more detailed breakdown of answers can be seen in Figure 4.1 

 

Figure 4.1 Which of the following statements best describes your organisation’s purchase 
of contractors’ services? (N=689, 95% CI)  
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Since few answers were present in the “Only price matters” and “Price does not matter” 
categories the following simplifications where made: 

1. “Only price matters” and “Other factors than price are considered but price weighs 
more” where merged into a group named “Price > Other criteria” 

2. “Other factors than price is considered that weigh more than price” and “Price does 
not matter” where merged into a group named “Price < Other criteria” 

3. The “Other factors than price are considered that weigh the same as price” group 
was renamed “Price = Other criteria” 
 

Comparison of preferred selection method between sample groupings did not reveal any 
statistically significant difference as can be seen in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.2 Organisations’ selection method preference by region. (N=559, 95% CI) 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Organisations’ selection method preference by field of work. (N=575, 95% CI) 
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Figure 4.4 Organisations’ selection method preference by number of employees (N=518, 

95% CI) 

In order to examine the organisational selection criteria preferences, the questionnaire asked 
the respondents to indicate which criteria the organisation used besides price, more 
specifically “What factors other than price are used as basis for procurement of contractor 

firm services? – Tick all that apply.” Nine predetermined options where available for 
selections as well as an “Other” option where respondents could indicate if other attributes 
than provided were used by the organisation. On average, respondents selected 3,4 factors 
and the vast majority, or 75%, selected four or less factors. Further breakdown of attributes 
selected by the respondents along with statistical analysis can be seen in Table 4.12 

Table 4.12 Number of criteria selected by respondents (N=560). 
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The attribute significantly most often selected by organisation representatives was 
“professional knowledge6” closely followed by “experience” and “has worked for the 
organisation before” with the latter two having no statistically significant difference in 
preference. At the opposite end of the spectrum were “quality management system”, 
“certified quality management system”, “status of legally statutory payments” and “works 
in accordance with a health and safety policy”, with none or small statistically significant 
difference. No statistically significant difference was found between the preferences of 
certified versus uncertified quality management systems. A detailed breakdown of criteria 
ranking can be found in Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.5 What factors other than price are used as basis for procurement of contractor 

firm services? – Tick all that apply. (N = 560, 95% CI) 

Some of the respondents provided comments about other criteria used in the organisation, 
13 comments were received which included the following: 

● Timing and quality meet expectations 
● Airline operations requires quality certificates 
● Has shown measurable success  
● The organisation has been operated under one ld. number (kennitala) 
● Reliability 
● Is in a business relationship with us 
● Mutual business relationship 
● Quality of work 
● Overall assessment of how good work will be returned 
● Attendance 
● Quality of work/service 
● Location in order to minimise travel related costs 
● Experience of employees  

                                                 

6 The term professional knowledge was used to combine what is frequently referred to as technical ability and 
management capability in the literature. 
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To analyse further the difference in preference between certified and uncertified quality 
management systems the answers of those who selected some kind of quality management 
system as a criterion used by their organisation (98 respondents) were broken further down 
into three separate groups. The first group containing those who only selected “Certified 
quality management system” (44 respondents), the second those who do not require the 
quality management system to be certified (32 respondents) and the third group containing 
those who selected both options (22 respondents).  

4.2.2 Comparison of criteria across sample groups 

As can be seen in Table 4.13 only one criterion, “has good references”, was found to be 
significantly more often selected by organisations in one region over other, where the 
criterion was found to be significantly more often selected by organisations located in the 
capital region than those located elsewhere. 

Table 4.13 Criteria selection segmented by location of organisation. 

  Proportion 95% CI 

Professional knowledge 
  

Capital region 70,8% [68,0%, 73,6%] 
Other regions 76,3% [72,3%, 80,3%] 

Experience in a similar project   
Capital region 69,9% [67,1%, 72,7%] 
Other regions 67,4% [63,0%, 71,8%] 

Has worked for the organisation before   
Capital region 65,1% [62,1%, 68,0%] 
Other regions 65,2% [60,7%, 69,7%] 

Has good references    
Capital region a 55,1% [52,1%, 58,2%] 
Other regions a 43,7% [39,0%, 48,4%] 

Financial stability   
Capital region 24,0% [21,4%, 26,7%] 
Other regions 19,3% [15,5%, 23,0%] 

Works in accordance with a health- and safety policy   
Capital region 14,1% [12,0%, 16,2%] 
Other regions 15,6% [12,1%, 19,0%] 

Status of legally statutory payments   
Capital region 11,9% [9,9%, 13,8%] 
Other regions 14,8% [11,5%, 18,2%] 

Works in accordance with a certified quality management system   
Capital region 9,3% [7,5%, 11,1%] 
Other regions 12,6% [9,5%, 15,7%] 

Works in accordance with a quality management system   
Capital region 7,1% [5,5%, 8,6%] 
Other regions 5,2% [3,1%, 7,3%] 

Groups with statistically significant difference between them are noted with the same letter  
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Table 4.14 Criteria selection segmented by number of employees. 
  Proportion 95% CI 

Professional knowledge   
<10 72,0% [68,5%, 75,4%] 
11-49 75,6% [71,6%, 79,5%] 
50-149 71,1% [66,1%, 76,1%] 
>150 77,2% [72,6%, 81,8%] 

Experience in a similar project   
<10 a,b 63,6% [59,8%, 67,3%] 
11-49 c,d 68,1% [63,8%, 72,5%] 
50-149 a,c 77,8% [73,2%, 82,3%] 
>150 b,d 77,2% [72,6%, 81,8%] 

Has worked for the organisation before   
<10 a,b 61,7% [57,9%, 65,4%] 
11-49 a 70,4% [66,1%, 74,6%] 
50-149 b 72,2% [67,3%, 77,1%] 
>150 65,8% [60,6%, 71,0%] 

Has good references   
<10 52,8% [49,0%, 56,7%] 
11-49 48,1% [43,5%, 52,8%] 
50-149 51,1% [45,6%, 56,6%] 
>150 53,2% [47,7%, 58,6%] 

Financial stability   
<10 a,b 15,9% [13,1%, 18,7%] 
11-49 c,d 20,7% [17,0%, 24,5%] 
50-149 a,c,e 32,2% [27,1%, 37,4%] 
>150 b,d,e 44,3% [38,9%, 49,8%] 

Works in accordance with a health- and safety policy   
<10 a 11,7% [9,2%, 14,2%] 
11-49 b 12,6% [9,5%, 15,7%] 
50-149 c 17,8% [13,6%, 22,0%] 
>150 a,b,c 31,6% [26,5%, 36,7%] 

Status of legally statutory payments   
<10 a 10,7% [8,4%, 13,1%] 
11-49 15,6% [12,2%, 18,9%] 
50-149 13,3% [9,6%, 17,1%] 
>150 a 19,0% [14,7%, 23,3%] 

Works in accord. with a certified quality management system   
<10 a 7,9% [5,9%, 10,0%] 
11-49 b 12,6% [9,5%, 15,7%] 
50-149 c 8,9% [5,8%, 12,0%] 
>150 a,b,c 22,8% [18,2%, 27,4%] 

Works in accordance with a quality management system   
<10 a 6,5% [4,6%, 8,4%] 
11-49 8,1% [5,6%, 10,7%] 
50-149 8,9% [5,8%, 12,0%] 
>150 a 12,7% [9,0%, 16,3%] 

Groups with statistically significant difference between them are noted with the same letter 
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Table 4.15 Criteria selection segmented by sector of work. 

  Proportion 95% CI 

Professional knowledge   
Industrial 73,8% [69,3%, 78,3%] 
Service 75,9% [72,9%, 79,0%] 
Retail & wholesales 71,3% [66,0%, 76,6%] 
Food processing 76,4% [70,3%, 82,4%] 

Experience in a similar project   
Industrial a 68,2% [63,5%, 73,0%] 
Service b 72,6% [69,4%, 75,8%] 
Retail & wholesales b,c 60,6% [54,9%, 66,4%] 
Food processing a,c 80,0% [74,3%, 85,7%] 

Has worked for the organisation before   
Industrial 69,2% [64,4%, 73,9%] 
Service 64,2% [60,7%, 67,6%] 
Retail & wholesales 60,6% [54,9%, 66,4%] 
Food processing 63,6% [56,6%, 70,5%] 

Has good references   
Industrial a 44,9% [39,8%, 49,9%] 
Service a,b,c 61,8% [58,3%, 65,3%] 
Retail & wholesales b 45,7% [39,9%, 51,6%] 
Food processing c 45,5% [38,4%, 52,5%] 

Financial stability   
Industrial 22,4% [18,2%, 26,7%] 
Service 27,8% [24,6%, 31,0%] 
Retail & wholesales 24,5% [19,4%, 29,5%] 
Food processing 27,3% [21,0%, 33,6%] 

Works in accordance with a health- and safety policy   
Industrial 17,8% [13,9%, 21,7%] 
Service 17,0% [14,3%, 19,7%] 
Retail & wholesales a 11,7% [7,9%, 15,5%] 
Food processing a 23,6% [17,6%, 29,7%] 

Status of legally statutory payments   
Industrial a,b,c 23,4% [19,0%, 27,7%] 
Service a 11,3% [9,1%, 13,6%] 
Retail & wholesales b 8,5% [5,2%, 11,8%] 
Food processing c 10,9% [6,5%, 15,3%] 

Works in accordance with a certified quality management system   
Industrial 15,0% [11,3%, 18,6%] 
Service 12,7% [10,3%, 15,1%] 
Retail & wholesales 9,6% [6,1%, 13,0%] 
Food processing 10,9% [6,5%, 15,3%] 

Works in accordance with a quality management system   
Industrial 9,3% [6,4%, 12,3%] 
Service 9,9% [7,8%, 12,0%] 
Retail & wholesales 6,4% [3,5%, 9,2%] 
Food processing 9,1% [5,0%, 13,2%] 

Groups with statistically significant difference between them are noted with the same letter  

The most notable difference seen in answers segmented by field of work is that industrial 
organizations are significantly more likely to require information on payment of legally 
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statutory payments than those organizations operating in other sectors. Organizations 
operating in food processing were also proportionally more likely to request that contractors 
work in accordance with a health and safety policy, though the difference was only 
significant in comparison with those organizations operating in retail and wholesale.
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5 Discussion and conclusions 

In the beginning, three research questions were put forward. The purpose of this section is 
to highlight the main findings from both the interviews and the survey, interpret them and 
draw conclusions in order to answer the following questions: 

1. What methods are used for contractor selection in Iceland? How do they compare to 
those recommended by field experts and used abroad and? 

2. Which criteria are most frequently used for contractor selection in Iceland? How do 
they compare to those recommended by field experts and used abroad and? 

3. Are the contractor selection methods used in Iceland likely to mitigate the risks 
organisations face? 

5.1 What methods are used for contractor 
selection in Iceland? 

Findings from the interviews indicated that the selection methods of Icelandic organisations 
are dominated by price. Organisations requiring information on other attributes than price 
seem to be the public sector as well as organisations inheriting processes, and thereby 
selection methods, through their foreign parent companies, such as the aluminium sector, 
and organisations operating in sectors with strict safety rules such as the aviation sector.  

However, even though public bodies require information on certain attributes, the 
legislation7 in place at the time when the interviews where taken, implied that these attributes 
should only be used to identify incompetent bidders, not to select the most capable one. 
Judging from the interviews this is in fact the case, public clients often cited the difficulty of 
selecting contractors based on other factors than price, due to the risk of being subjective, 
and contractors mentioned how they have witnessed unrealistically low bids being accepted 
by public sector clients. However, the new legislation8 recently put into effect shows signs 
of more emphasis being placed on quality and value, instead of price only.   

On the contrary, results from the survey indicated that Icelandic organisations have adopted 
multiple criteria selection methods to some extent. The clear majority of organisations take 
other factors than price into account when selecting contractors and almost none rely solely 
on the lowest-bid wins method. These results are similar to findings from a study conducted 
in the U.K. by Wong et al., (2000) where 88% and 94% of public and private clients 
respectively indicated to use other criteria along with price.  

                                                 

7 Public procurement Act No. 84/2007 
8 Public procurement Act No. 120/2016 
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The most common method used by Icelandic organisations is an equal weight of price and 
non-price criteria and respondents selected on average 3,4 non-price criteria in the survey.  
These findings correspond to results from a Swedish study conducted by Waara & Bröchner 
(2006) where the most common method used by Swedish municipalities for contractor 
selection was 70% price combined with three non-price criteria. 

A clear preference for multiple criteria selection and value over price was observed in the 
literature and by the results from this study Icelandic organisations seem to on the right way. 
Considerable discussion has taken place regarding underbidding in the public sector which 
will hopefully diminish with the implementation of the new legislation and give the public 
sector a chance to move towards value over price.  

However, these results should be viewed alongside with the results attained on criteria 
preferred by Icelandic organizations, which seem to be somewhat lacking and not entirely 
in line with those recommended by field experts.  

5.2 Which criteria are most frequently used for 
contractor selection in Iceland? 

According to the survey results, the criteria most frequently applied for selection are 
professional knowledge, previous experience in a similar project as well as choosing a 
contractor that the client has previously done business with or a one that has a good 
reputation. These results correspond to findings from studies carried out in the U.K. and 
Poland where reputation, experience and client-supplier relations have been recorded as 
being amongst the key considerations (Holt et al., 1994; Holt, 1998; Plebankiewicz, 2010).  

Results from the interviews had indicated that reputation and references play a big role in 
the selection process across the whole industry and these results were confirmed by the 
survey results. Criteria relating to references and whether the contractor had previously 
worked for the organisation were frequently selected across all organisations types. It can be 
argued that these results support the findings from Aðalsteinsson and Bollason (2015) where 
a survey of contractors revealed that the majority of respondents felt that nepotism and 
cronyism are predominating in the procurement of Icelandic municipalities.  

An obvious difference can be seen between the sizes of organisations in their answers 
regarding criteria used for selection of contractors. Large organisations selected criteria such 
as financial stability, health and safety, quality management system, and contractor 
fulfilment of legal obligations significantly more often than smaller organisations. The 
reason for this difference could be multidimensional, for example:  

 Larger organisations are more likely to undertake larger projects, requiring greater 
investment, thus taking less risks,  
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 larger organisations are more likely to have greater resources to request information 
on, and assess greater number of criteria, and  

 larger organisations often work in accordance with quality management systems, 
such as ISO 9001, where organisations are simply required to establish “criteria for 
selection, evaluation, and re-evaluation” (ISO 9001:2015, 2015). 

Similarly, Jennings and Holt (1998) concluded that small contractor firms are less likely to 
be assessed by prequalification than large firms when taking part in tendering, reflecting 
stricter selection methods used for larger projects. When the stakes are higher, organisations 
tend to be more cautious and apply criteria that are more stringent. 

The fact that so many contractors interviewed claimed that they had never been asked to 
provide information about their financial standing came as a surprise. These results where 
however confirmed by the survey results, where on average 25% of organisations surveyed 
had used financial stability as a criterion for selection. These results are somewhat different 
from the literature review findings, where industry workers frequently selected financial 
stability as one of the most important attributes of a contractor.  

It is apparent from the survey results that respondents do not see health and safety policy of 
contractors as an important attribute. Ásbjörnsson (2014) reached a similar conclusion 
regarding the lack of emphasis put on health and safety measures of contractors in his 
research on safety culture in Icelandic construction companies. The results indicated that 
majority of managers in small construction companies see no benefit of working in 
accordance with a safety policy since it is not required by their clients. This lack of 
awareness on health and safety of contractors is however not unique to Iceland since studies 
abroad have reached the same conclusion (Holt et. al, 1994; Jaselskis and Suazo, 1994; 
Pongpeng & Liston, 2003; Singh & Tiong, 2006; Waara & Bröchner, 2006).  

Lastly, it can be seen from the results that whether contractors work in accordance with 
quality management systems, certified or uncertified, is not a factor commonly taken into 
account in the selection process. These results are interesting when viewed in the light of 
Ólafsdóttir (2011) findings, which showed that contractors working in accordance with 
quality management system achieve higher customer satisfaction than those who don’t.   

5.3 Are the contractor selection methods and 
criteria used in Iceland likely to mitigate the 
risks organisations face? 

The risk associated with contractor selection is widely mentioned in the literature, and as 
stated in the introduction to this research, selecting an unsuitable contractor can increase the 
risk of problems such as cost overruns, schedule delays, lack of quality and accidents that 
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can significantly affect the project outcome and have negative impact on the client (Ulubeyli 
et al., 2010).  

Results from the survey indicate that Icelandic organizations do not rely solely on price, 
which is good news and the criteria dominating the market are professional knowledge, 
experience, and reputation/past performance. 

Reputation and previous good experience of a contractor are criteria that can give good idea 
of past performance and whom you are dealing with. Nevertheless, these criteria are prone 
to subjectivity, depending on how the past performance was evaluated. If the evaluation only 
takes place in one’s mind it becomes highly subjective and unreliable. However, if the 
performance is evaluated by pre-determined factors and the evaluation carried out during 
and after a project, the information on past performance becomes less prone to subjectivity. 

Contractor’s technical ability is of course a necessary criterion in order to select a suitable 
contractor, however, the criterion is not sufficient in modern times. The society requests that 
organisations show social responsibility (Ólafsson et al., 2016), by treating their workers 
well, paying their taxes, hindering accidents from happening etc. And not only that, 
consumers have started to demand organisations to look further into their value chain and 
assess the organisations they buy services and products from, and this requirement is likely 
to become stronger as time passes. In the light of increased focus on corporate social 
responsibility, it is interesting to observe the low emphasis put on attributes such as health 
and safety policy and contractor payment of legally statutory payments. However, these 
results are perhaps not surprising in the light of frequent news on occupational accidents, tax 
fraud and underpaid workers in the industry. Consumers will inevitable ask themselves, what 
organisations hire these contractors? This can lead to bad publicity for organisations that can 
have effect on the bottom line.  

Additionally, the fact that organizations so rarely request contractors to work in accordance 
with a health and safety policies is somewhat alarming due to the high average fatality rate 
in the Icelandic construction industry compared to the Nordic countries (Ásbjörnsson, 2014). 
Clients of contractor companies can have significant impact on the development in this area 
by placing greater demands on their contractors. 

One of the key factors in business operations should be the assessment of risk in order to 
minimise losses and increase profitability. The decision of what contractor should be 
selected for a project is by no means excluded from this. Organisations should assess what 
risk they are willing to take in exchange for low price. Projects, and organizations, can differ 
in terms of priorities and thus attributes sought after in a contractor can vary. For some 
organisations, reputation is essential, and therefore whether contractors working for them 
pay taxes and treat their subcontractors rightly etc. can matter. In many cases, hiring 
someone that has done the job sufficiently before is a valid decision and a detailed 
assessment of all possible contractors is not always the right way to go since the cost 
associated with it does not always outweigh the benefits. These are factors that organizations 
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need to keep in mind, and ask themselves, what risk are we willing to take and how will it 
affect us. Thus, organisations need to determine what they see as an acceptable risk prior to 
commencing the search for a contractor. 

It has been established that criteria such as financial stability, payment of legally statutory 
payments, and the use of health and safety policy are rarely applied in the contractor selection 
process. It can thus safely be concluded that there is room for improvement for organisations 
in the way they mitigate the risks faced by them.  

5.4 Limitations 

This research was subject to some limitations and the most important ones will be described 
in this section.  

Limited number of criteria was available for selection in the survey and even tough 
respondents could indicate other criteria used, it could be so that the respondents did not 
bother to indicate other criteria used. Therefore, the probability of other criteria being 
frequently used by organizations is present.  

Since the survey was conducted by an external research company through an omnibus 
survey, the sample was not selected strictly with this research in mind.  

Due to limited budget the survey had to contain as few questions as possible, with more 
questions a clearer pattern of the selection process could have been seen. 

Respondents selected for the interviews are all members of the Federation of Icelandic 
Industries and could therefore represent more ambitious contractor firms than average. 
Additionally, relatively few respondents participated in the interviews and therefore the 
results from that part are not generalizable.  

Lastly it should be noted that at the time of the research, a shortage of construction workers 
was predominant in Iceland. Due to this it is possible that Icelandic organizations hiring 
contractors at the time simply had a hard-enough time finding available contractors, and 
therefore selecting contractors by certain criteria could have been an unfeasible option.  
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6 Final words and further research 

Selection methods of Icelandic organizations are not as advanced as one would have 
expected; reputation and other subjective criteria are predominating compared to the demand 
placed on objective criteria available for assessment. If contractors involved in questionable 
business are awarded contracts, repeatedly, the industry is not subject to change and the 
operating environment for other contractors will become more difficult. The topic needs to 
gain attention from organisations and hopefully this research will raise awareness and 
encourage discussions on the issue since improved selection methods will, in the end, lower 
costs for organisations and society.  

However even though these results are noteworthy it is not clear how much criteria used for 
contractor selection affect project outcome and research on the matter is lacking. An idea for 
further research is to explore the topic and analyse if contractors portraying certain attributes 
more frequently exceed schedule or budget or if certain attributes can be linked to better 
project outcomes.  
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Appendix A 

 

Spurninglisti lagður fyrir verktaka 

 

1. Hvernig sækið þið ykkur þjónustu? 

 

2. Í samskiptum þínum við verktaka er mikilvægt að þeir geti sýnt fram á að þeir standir í 
skilum við opinbera aðila. 

1) mjög sammála 

2) fremur sammála 

3) hvorki sammála né ósammála  
4) fremur ósammála  
5) mjög ósammála 

 

3. Í samskiptum þínum við verktaka er mikilvægt að þeir getir sýnt fram á að 
starfsmannamál þeirra séu í góðum farvegi. (t.d að laun séu borguð eftir 
kjarasamningum, lífeyrir greiddur)  

1) mjög sammála 

2) fremur sammála 

3) hvorki sammála né ósammála  
4) fremur ósammála  
5) mjög ósammála 

 

4. Í samskiptum þínum við verktaka  er mikilvægt að þeir getir sýnt fram á að samskipti 
þeirra við viðskiptavini/birgja/undirverktaka sýna séu í góðu horfi. (t.d. standi í skilum 
við þá) 

1) mjög sammála 

2) fremur sammála 

3) hvorki sammála né ósammála  
4) fremur ósammála  
5) mjög ósammála 

 

5. Sækist þið eftir upplýsingum af þessum toga, þ.e. greiðslu opinberra gjalda, 
starfsmannamál, samskipti við aðra aðila, um verktaka þína?  
 
Ef já: 

1) Hvaða upplýsingum sækist þið eftir? 

2) Aflið þið upplýsinganna sjálfir eða skila verktakarnir þeim inn? 

3) Er auðvelt að útvega þessar upplýsingar?  
4) Hvert er viðhorf verktaka til upplýsingaöflunar af þessu tagi? 

5) Treystiru að þær upplýsingar sem verktakar skila inn séu réttar? 

6) Myndir þú frekar kjósa aðóháður aðili myndi safna þeim? 

 

6. Eru einhverjar upplýsingar sem þú værir til í að geta fengið um viðskiptamenn þína sem 
ekki eru aðgengilegar? 

7. Hefur það komið fyrir að einhverjir þættir verkefna hafi ekki farið eftir áætlun vegna 
þess að eitthvað var ekki í lagi hjá verktaka? 
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8. Hefði verið hægt að koma í veg fyrir það með því að safna frekari upplýsingum um 
verktakann? 

9. Hafa komið upp vandamál með verktaka tengd ónægri upplýsingaöflun um viðkomandi? 

10. Eru gerðar undanþágur frá kröfum á verktaka? 

11. Er eitthvað fleira sem þú vilt koma á framfæri? 
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Appendix B 

Spurninglisti lagður fyrir verkkaupa 

 
1. Hvert er eðli rekstrarins?  
2. Hvernig fái þið aðalega viðskipti? Eru þið í útboðsmálum eða koma 

fyriræki/einstaklingar til ykkar af fyrra bragði?  
3. Hafið þið unnið verkefni fyrir opinbera aðila? 
4. Hafið þið unnið verkefni fyrir einkarekin fyrirtæki? 

 
5. Í samskiptum þínum við viðskiptamenn er mikilvægt að þú getir sýnt fram á að þú 

standir í skilum við opinbera aðila. 
1) mjög sammála 
2) fremur sammála 
3) hvorki sammála né ósammála  
4) fremur ósammála  
5) mjög ósammála 

 
6. Í samskiptum þínum við viðskiptamenn er mikilvægt að þú getir sýnt fram á að 

starfsmannamál þín séu í góðum farvegi, (t.d að laun séu borguð eftir 
kjarasamningum, lífeyrir greiddur) 

1) mjög sammála 
2) fremur sammála 
3) hvorki sammála né ósammála  
4) fremur ósammála  
5) mjög ósammála 

 
7. Í samskiptum þínum við viðskiptamenn er mikilvægt að þú getir sýnt fram á að 

samskipti þín við viðskiptavini/birgja/undirverktaka séu í góðu horfi. (T.d. standir í 
skilum við þá) 

1) mjög sammála 
2) fremur sammála 
3) hvorki sammála né ósammála  
4) fremur ósammála  
5) mjög ósammála 

8. Sækjast verkkaupar þínir eftir upplýsingum afþessum toga, þ.e. greiðslu opinberra 
gjalda, starfsmannamál, samskipti við aðra aðila, um þig? 

Ef já  
1) hvaða upplýsingum er sóst eftir? 
2) Er auðvelt að útvega þessar upplýsingar? 
3) Hvað finnst þér um að láta upplýsingar sem þessar af hendi? 
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9. Það er mikilvægt að undirverktakar þínir geti sýnt fram á að þeir standi í skilum 

gagnvart opinberum aðilum. 
1) mjög sammála 
2) fremur sammála 
3) hvorki sammála né ósammála  
4) fremur ósammála  
5) mjög ósammála 

 
10. Það er mikilvægt að undirverktakar þínir geti sýnt fram á að starfsmannamál þeirra 

séu í góðu lagi. 
1)  mjög sammála 
2) fremur sammála 
3) hvorki sammála né ósammála  
4) fremur ósammála  
5) mjög ósammála 
6) Hvers vegna?  

 
11. Það er mikilvægt að undirverktakar þínir geti sýnt fram á að samskipti þeirra við 

viðskiptavini/birgja/undirverktaka sína séu í góðu horfi. 
1) mjög sammála 
2) fremur sammála 
3) hvorki sammála né ósammála  
4) fremur ósammála  
5) mjög ósammála 

 
12. Sækist þú eftir upplýsingum af þessum toga, þ.e. greiðslu opinberra gjalda, 

starfsmannamál, samskipti við aðra aðila, um viðskiptamenn þína?  
Ef já  
 

1) hvaða upplýsingum sækistu eftir? 
2) Er auðvelt að nálgast þær upplýsingar sem þú sækist eftir um viðskiptamenn 

þína? 
3) Eru einhverjar upplýsingar sem þú værir til í að geta fengið um 

undirverktaka þína sem eru ekki í boði? 
 

13. Hafið þið lent í vandamálum með verktaka sem hefði verið hægt að koma í veg 
fyrir með betri upplýsingaöflun? 

14. Er eitthvað fleira sem þú vilt koma á framfæri tengt þessu málefni? 
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